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How to find selected data sets on Climate.gov 
 

1. Global climate data and graphs 

Guiding question: What is the status and trend for global average temperature? 

Climate.gov  Maps and data Dataset gallery  in the search field type in “climate at a glance” 

and on the resulting page choose Temperature and Precipitation Trends- Graphing Tool 

Or just click directly on Climate at a glance to generate global or US time series graphs 

For a global time series, choose these settings:  

 
 

This generates the graph below; the page also includes a downloadable list of the data points 
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2. National climate data in map form 

Guiding question: How did February of 2017 compare to normal for February across the US? 

Climate.gov  Maps and data  Dataset Gallery type into the search field “climate at a 

glance mapping” You may have to look past the first page; the page you want looks like this:   

 

Or, just follow this link for Climate at a glance US map 

 

Settings for February 2017 temperatures by state compared to average:  

Region size: Statewide (this shows individual state values)        

Variable: Temperature Avg 

Result Category: Rank (or for a really dramatic map, select “anomalies” for Feb 2017)  

Do not check the box for date range; For Date, select February 2017 

Check the blue box for Update Map 
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3. Statewide climate data and graphs also available for subregions in states 

Guiding question: How has the minimum temperature in Maryland changed over the past century? 

Climate.gov  Maps and data Dataset gallery In the search field type “time series US” 

 Temperature and Precipitation Trends- Graphing Tool 

Or, just click on this link for  

Climate at a Glance - Time Series Graphs for Contiguous U.S, Regions, States, and Selected Cities 

 

Settings for MD minimum temp:    

    
 

The settings yield this graph, with the data included below it on the web page.  

 
 

 

For more information please contact Pat Harcourt pharcourt@umces.edu  
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